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 ODFW Fish Passage Administrative Rule Revision Initiative  

DRAFT Meeting Agenda March 23rd, 2021 (2pm to 4pm)  

Meeting Started at 2:00 pm 

Welcome and Introductions (5 min)  

• Apke announced meeting is being recorded. 
• Apke provided description of today’s agenda. 
• Apke presented the ODFW Fish Passage Web Page --- Clearing House for RAC 

Materials o Meeting Dates, Virtual Meeting Invitation, Agendas and Minutes and 
Public Comments 

 

Participants: screenshot from SKYPE Virtual Meeting 

Other Participants: 

Amy Horstman and James Stupfel. 

Public Comment Period (30 min)  

Chris Laity: 400 fish crossing structures in Tillamook County, with 2:3 bridges 
funded by ODOT and other culverts that are not updated and not on Super Salmon 
Hwy, lack of funding. Can’t keep up with funding for all projects.  

Finlay Anderson: If we have future comments can they be submitted and considered 
later. Apke response: Yes, comments accepted through April 9, 2021. 
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Brian Posewitz: Thanks for getting materials on website. Request clarification on 
public comment process.  Will there be additional opportunity to comment on 
drafts after public comment deadline.  Can comments be submitted on form or can 
we submit summary letter. Definition around appreciable benefit would be good to 
define.  Water Watch wants to see progress on restoration even if not immediate 
benefit. Purpose and intents section not consistent with statute.  Rules have to be 
consistent with statute.  Not a blank canvas.   

Craig Herman: What is needed is a fair and balanced interpretation of the Oregon 
Revised Statute concerning fish passage. It is unreasonable to require fish passage 
on every tide gate attached to agriculture drainage ditches. Tide gates along most 
rivers were constructed over 100 years ago in conjunction with construction of 
agriculture drainage ditches. As a result, the agriculture drainage ditches were 
never inhabited or were historically inhabited by native migratory fish.  

Devin Simmons: Does this refer to the construction of ditches where no water course 
previously existed? 

No further public comments – End of Public Comment  

Apke mentioned the Online Comment Submittal Form and ODFW will accept rule 
revision considerations through April 9, 2021. 

Apke presented existing public comments – (Excel Spreadsheet) and noted all public 
comments will be provided on the fish passage website. 

Draft OAR Revisions to Address from RAC & Stakeholders (65 min)  

635-412-0001 (new draft section Policy and Intent)  

Z. Toledo: liked the first version that was numbered, lines 3-8 version and was supportive of 
keeping mitigation out of policy intent. 

B. Cunningham: Commends putting up alternate versions.  Bill wanted reference back to 1859 
statehood concern for migratory species. Found this in task force reports to the legislature 
in the 90’s. Bill wanted to bring into rules some of the legislative phrases in original bill.  
Could be useful to keep those in mind what statutory program does.  He developed 
original strawman version, look at alternative versions to review and ask to see different 
versions.  Steve A. lines and B. Cunningham mentioned the lines were not accurately 
represented.  B. Cunningham had language from rules from legislature introduction to 
original bill from 2001, to remind about the statutory program was intended to provide. 

S. Alberteli: Statutes are wordy as is.  Don’t need to add to that.  Section should only provide 
clarity not revision of statute language. 

K. Bierly: Preferred first numbered version, disputing anything that clarifies legislative intent 
has value.  Provide clarity on rules would help with clarity on statute. 

K. Bierly: Was there any public comment on this section? 

G. Apke: No public comment provided on the policy intent section. 

OAR Section 635-412-0005 – Definitions  
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K. Bierly: Clarification on Abandonment to state “no longer needed or used”. 

Z. Toledo: Clarification on need or use by owner to determine abandonment.  Who determines 
need?  Is the determination by the owner? 

S. Albertelli: Defining abandonment using abandoned does not help.  Context of this 
definition for Abandonment? Seems like redundant and does not help owner with 
abandonment. Can we see where it is found in rule and how it is applied? If not in rule 
then don’t need definition. Found in trigger language (635-412-0020) where it is a 
fundamental trigger activity. 

K Bierly suggested definition: Abandonment means the termination of the use for which the 
artificial obstruction was originally constructed. 

S. Albertelli: Abandonment of culverts or point of diversion with water right are examples of 
how this is a trigger.  How does this definition apply to culverts? 

K. Bierly: Ties the definition back to artificial obstructions. 

K. Bierly: Active Channel Width (ACW), many channels are artificial or constructed channels 
which is conflicting with a natural channel width.  Not sure how definition is clarification. 

K. Moore: ACW definition approach for scientific information.  Wetted width or recurrence 
flow interval.  Agreement on field determination is not simple and often results in 
different opinions. Recommended to stay generic and look at situation that applies.  Large 
channels may need to find another way that is site specific. “Naturally occurring” can be 
problematic. 

G. Apke. We do have guidance on determination of ACW in the fish passage plan application.  
In estuarine areas ACW can be challenging.   

K. Bierly: bays and estuaries tied to tidal elevation; mean high tide elevation. Something that 
can be more realistically estimated. 

G. Apke: found later reference to high tides.  Ken suggested taking out estuary language if 
correctly referenced later. 

Z. Toledo: Is the definition tied to DSL 

K. Bierly: DSL does not define ACW  

C. Herman: I think the highest measured tide is inappropriate. You should only consider 
ordinary high water mark for active channel width. 

Appreciable benefit definition:  

S. Albertelli: definition of appreciable benefit: Provided draft language previously.  Means 
passage at AO would provide access to existing habitat of type duration….that would 
support life history of fish below AO at time of exemption request. Not just that one fish 
could hide up there.  ODFW analysis is not always at the population scale.  Agreement 
that Steve’s draft is a good starting point for appreciable benefit. 
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K. Bierly: questions about below the channel issues for AO definition. Need to talk about bed 
and banks within the definition for below the channel.  

Is there a trigger with trenching or utilities under the channel. Currently if within in scour 
prism and open trench installation they can degrade and become a barrier with exposed 
conduit that becomes a barrier.  Should utility crossings be a trigger. Suggest Subgrade 
crossings are exempt until not functioning per design or become a barrier. Does it meet 
definition of AO at time of construction. AO could mean any Dam diversion…. That … or 
subsequently impairs or prevents migration.  Insert time as a future trigger.   

Z. Toledo: for riprap that is below the channel has the potential to be a barrier within the 
vertical column. 

K. Bierly: scenarios still captured by definition of bed and banks. 

B. Cunningham: AO that crosses stream, bay or estuary does not include all the waters 
covered in statute.  Should be stated for all waters of the state.  Be cautious to not cause 
unintentional confusion.  

A. Ritchey: should focus on is there a problem with the definition and is there a way to fix the 
definition to provide clarity. 

K. Bierly and S. Albertelli: is it an obstruction at the time of construction or addressed when 
the pipe becomes an Obstruction.  

Z. Toledo: temporal construction that is trying to be fixed with this definition. At the time of 
construction does it meet definition of obstruction. 

B. Cunningham: refer back to original definition of obstruction.  Can be interpreted by future 
or current conditions. 

K. Moore: is scour prism defined anywhere. 

G. Apke and K. Bierly defined in bridge guidance but not in rule 

T. Turner: AO that cause thermal barriers can this be defined here or add it somewhere within 
rule definitions. Examples of drinking water and diversion barriers that create thermal 
barriers. 

A. Ritchey: how this plays out on the ground for a trigger and how it is handled. 

B. Cunningham: A dam that creates a physical and a second barrier that is a temperature that 
blocks fish from getting to a fishladder.  Need to look at all non-physical barriers and not 
just the physical structure as an obstruction. 

A. Ritchey: need rules in place that are enforceable. 

B. Cunningham: there are structures that in the future become barriers such as culverts that 
change over time and are dealt with at the time when the event occurs. 

B. Cunningham:  how are structures like culverts dealt with today. 

S. Albertelli: Bed and bank Definition: horizontal and vertical limits of waters of the state. 
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Z. Toledo: large structures like a box culvert could be included in bridge definition; as long as 
there is no cover of fill. 

K. Bierly: definition unclear with the limit of 20ft. metric is critical.  

C. Laitty: 20-ft seperates a national bridge inventory from a local bridge 

D. Simmons: ODOT Bridge Maintenance starts at 6-ft 

K. Bierly needs to keep this definition of bridge simple for fish passage purposes.  

S. Albertelli: remove periodically or continuously from definition of channel and add flowing, 
open to definition. 

Z. Toledo and K. Bierly Clear Span definition needs to include language that is outside of the 
channel. Full span that is outside the channel. 

K. Bierly: Do you want to define clear span so it is not a trigger for fish passage?  

K. Bierly: add to bridge guidance document.  

 

 

Discussion on Dam definition:  

K. Bierly: where did 30% by volume and 50% by volume criteria come from? 

K. Bierly: is there another way to have a trigger event related to the effect on NMF? 

A. Ritchey: use length or width as a % of channel width. 

K. Bierly: usually an effect to the structure but not to the channel 
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A. Ritchey: maintenance to a structure because it is old and falling apart and not with other clear 
triggers such as an increase in height due to water storage. 

B. Cunningham: claims of work by owner (Mirror Pond – Bend) that was not a trigger when they 
clearly installed sheet piling and riprap that has been added and changed the structure.  Should 
these activities be triggers and how should triggers be defined to capture this type of activities.  

S. Albertelli: what is recognizable as a dam. Structure volume is a doable definition.  Cumulative 
piece that is not in line with other facilities that come after the dam such as earthern fill or berm. 

Z. Toledo: major construction and investment of work.  Cumulative work on same problem is not 
a trigger, but overall work that has an intent to also address fish passage.  Cumulative is thin ice in 
itself, but example at Mirror Pond dam is outlier or does rule making need to address it. 

B. Cunningham: define cumulative and cumulative over time.  Time based concept or a physical 
concept.  Add time based measurement with cumulative definition.  

K. Bierly: suggested replacing Major replacement with re-engineered development. 

Z. Toledo: agrees with time based development within definition. 

B. Cunningham: definition of cumulative and/or cumulative over time. 

S. Albertelli: all dam work requires an engineer review, but may not be a fish passage issue. 

B. Cunningham: Give owner/operator a time cut-off for certain cumulative event.  

K. Bierly: defining construction is not parallel construction, why did we define Major 
replacement.  

S. Albertelli: Public safety times where a height of a spillway increased to absorb flood but the 
operation water surface elevation is not changed as part of normal operating elevation.  Active 
operation of hydropower not changed, but structure height increased to protect dam from high 
flood overtopping from a maximum event. Possible to exempt this type of action. 

A. Ritchey: original statute language presented to group; clarification on public safety language in 
statute.  Provide clarification on how this should apply from statute language. 

Action: send legislative history document to group. HB 2102 page 6. For public safety and dam 
triggers 

G Apke: recommended proposal to cancel next meeting on April 6, and allow the public comment 
period to run through April 9 forward and collate all public comments and get product out to 
group. Reconvene on April 20 for next meeting. 

Z. Toledo supports proposal, B. Cunningham supports proposal but enjoyed the first couple 
meetings for organization. 

K. Bierly likes the public hearing comments from task force members on discussions. Public 
could articulate their positions based on member discussion on topics.  

G. Apke: meetings would still be open to public. 

B. Posewitz asked to post the Legislative History on the web site.  
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General need to post updated OAR version with tracked changes on the web. 

MEETING ADJOUR: 4:07 pm, no further discussion on the below agenda topics. 

o 635-412-0010 – Task Force  

o 635-412-0015 – Prioritization  

• NOA’s – New Issues for Consideration (10 min)  

• Meeting Recap & Action Items (5 min)  

• Meeting Adjourn  

 
Existing OAR Sections for reference (n=8)  

 635-412-0005 Definitions (Lines 1- 183)  

 635-412-0010 Task Force (Lines 184- 220)  

 635-412-0015 Prioritization (Lines 221- 260)  

 635-412-0020 Fish Passage Approval (Lines 261- 314)  

 635-412-0025 Waivers and Exemptions (Lines 315- 381)  

 635-412-0030 Fish Passage Protests (Lines 382- 396)  

 635-412-0035 Fish Passage Criteria (Lines 397- 673)  

 635-412-0040 Mitigation Criteria (Lines 674- 723)  


